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ever stop playing
The page flips to our next chapter... As we move beyond the first 40 years at Discovery Toys, we reflect upon how much has changed in education, technology, and commerce and stand prepared for the accelerating pace of change in the years ahead. One thing that has not changed is our steadfast commitment to making a positive difference in the lives of children as well as in the lives of our team members we now call Play Advisors. The foundation for future learning success is best built through hands-on, kid-powered play, and we have heard countless success stories about “DT kids” raised with DT products.

Current technology and social media provide the ability to reach greater and greater numbers of people, yet it is still the personal conversations that are the most effective when introducing and sharing all things Discovery Toys. Our team members, true influencers and difference makers, are engaged in SHARING at all levels...sharing the DT mission, the DT learning through play products, and the DT opportunity. When a conversation results in another child receiving a DT product, then another mind can be ignited.

Explore our 2019-2020 catalogue. You’ll find exciting new products joining our award-winning best sellers, with something for children (and some adults) at all stages of their learning/development journey.

Every child is a reason to celebrate!

Jerry R. Salerno             James D. Myers
CEO Discovery Toys           CFO Discovery Toys

Motor Works photography on cover by Melissa Salvatore, Field Creatives.
Discovery Toys products are designed to grow with the child, with the benefits and play value of many of our toys spanning multiple years. To assist with locating the best products for a particular age, we provide the following recommendations.
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1 - 2 years

21 BEGINNER BUILDER
21 BLOCK IT!
29 CASTLE FUN
27 CASTLE MARBLEWORKS®
16 CATERPILLAR SORT & STACK
17 COLOR WHEELS
26 GIANT PEGBOARD®
46 HAMMER AWAY!
43 BUSY BEE BATH WORKS
36 BUSY BUGS
33 BUSY FARM
43 BZEE OINK BINGO
31 COLOR, BUILD & PLAY
21 CONNECTIX
43 CRITTER’S CLOSET
19 DINO WORKS
42 EXPLORER’S SET
31 FASHION PLATE
23 FINGER PUPPETS - THREE LITTLE PIGS
45 GO APE!
46 HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!
24 HEARTBEAT M.D.
39 IT’S A MATCH! LEVEL 1 & 2 SET
38 IT’S A MATCH! LEVEL 3 READING /MATH SET
41 JR. GARDEN TOTE SET
30 KANOODLE® JR.
42 KIDNOCULARS
42 MEASURE UP!! SHOVEL
19 MOTOR WORKS
19 MOTOR WORKS TRAIN
25 ONCE UPON A TIME
28 ON-THE-GO ABC’s
24 PRACTICE PANDA
23 PUPPY TRAILS
43 RACCOON RUMPUS
25 REV & GO Mini Vehicles
40 SAND WORKS CASTLE KIT
24 SCHOOL HOUSE PLAY TENT
24 SERVE IT UP! Play Restaurant
37 SIMPLE TAPE MEASURE
33 SOUNDS LIKE PHONICSTM
15 STACKING OWLS
31 TACTILE SAND
17 TILT & FILL
45 WOULD YOU DARE?

3 - 4 years
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43 BZEE OINK BINGO
31 COLOR, BUILD & PLAY
21 CONNECTIX
43 CRITTER’S CLOSET
19 DINO WORKS
42 EXPLORER’S SET
31 FASHION PLATE
23 FINGER PUPPETS - THREE LITTLE PIGS
45 GO APE!
46 HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!
24 HEARTBEAT M.D.
39 IT’S A MATCH! LEVEL 1 & 2 SET
38 IT’S A MATCH! LEVEL 3 READING /MATH SET
41 JR. GARDEN TOTE SET
30 KANOODLE® JR.
42 KIDNOCULARS
42 MEASURE UP!! SHOVEL
19 MOTOR WORKS
19 MOTOR WORKS TRAIN
25 ONCE UPON A TIME
28 ON-THE-GO ABC’s
24 PRACTICE PANDA
23 PUPPY TRAILS
43 RACCOON RUMPUS
25 REV & GO Mini Vehicles
40 SAND WORKS CASTLE KIT
24 SCHOOL HOUSE PLAY TENT
24 SERVE IT UP! Play Restaurant
37 SIMPLE TAPE MEASURE
33 SOUNDS LIKE PHONICSTM
15 STACKING OWLS
31 TACTILE SAND
17 TILT & FILL
45 WOULD YOU DARE?

5 - 7 years

32 CUSTOM CARS
37 EXACT CHANGE
42 EXPLORE IT! HANDHELD MICROSCOPE
42 EXPLORE IT! NIGHT VISION LIGHT
34 FAMILY TALK 1 & 2
43 FLIP FLOP FACES
44 GAMES ON THE GO!
32 GEO FLAKES
40 GO-MO FEATHERBALL
40 GO-MO STAR PADDLES
34 GRANDPARENT TALK
37 HEXACUS
41 HYDRO LAUNCH
37 LUMPS
20 MARBLEWORKS®
38 MATH KEYS
37 SIMPLE STOPWATCH
41 SKY SPIN
46 THE COLORING BOOK OF CARDS AND ENVELOPES - NATURE
39 THINK IT THROUGH Tile System
15 TRICKY FINGERS
34 WIZ KIDZ
22 ZIP TRACK

8 years - adult

45 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 PUZZLES
30 BRAIN FITNESS® SOLITAIRE CHESS
29 COLOR COB Slide Puzzle
42 EXPLORE IT! METAL DETECTOR
44 JISHAKU®
32 LINKIT™ Kits
18 MAZE CHALLENGE BALL
30 MOSAIC MYSTERIES
30 MOSAIC MYSTERIES Heirloom Edition
36 NUMBER WIZ
29 PENTOMINOES
44 RIDDLECUBETM
22 ROBO RACER
44 SPEED WIZ
34 WORD Q
Healthy development in the first three years of a child’s life provides the foundation for educational achievement, lifelong health and productivity. In fact, 85% of brain growth occurs in the First 3 Years of Life. Brain development is shaped by environmental experiences, and studies show that children who grow up in more stimulating environments do better than those who have fewer opportunities to learn. Providing the right educational play at the right age will help fulfill your child’s potential.

To help parents provide the best learning environment for their child’s first three years, Discovery Toys has bundled together some of our top toys into age appropriate Play Packs.

Each Play Pack comes with toys perfect for a stage of development and comes with an informative card that shows when and how to introduce our toys. Each pack comes with suggested play ideas designed to stretch your child’s skills and maximize their potential.

**INTRODUCING DISCOVERY TOYS™ PLAY PACKS**

---

**WELCOME TO THE WORLD 0-6 MONTHS**

Contents: Try-Angle, Super Yummy, Rainbow Ribbons, Groovy Frog, Baby Barbells, I Kissed The Baby, Boomerings®

#1055 | $122.50

**MOVING & GROOVING 6-12 MONTHS**

Contents: Tangiball, Go Go Caterpillar, Baby Band, Squeeze-a-Lot-Blocks, Small Parts Cylinder, Peekaboo Baby

#1255 | $117.00

**BUILDING & STACKING 12-24 MONTHS**

Contents: Hammer Away!, Measure Up!® Cups, Strawberries Are Red, Caterpillar Sort & Stack, Beginner Builder

#1755 | $139.00

**YOUNG PROBLEM SOLVERS 24-36 MONTHS**

Contents: Giant Pegboard®, Place & Trace, My First Touch & Trace ABC, Measure Up!® Pots & Spoons, Memory Moves

#2755 | $141.00

Play Packs make the perfect gift for expecting moms, new babies & children’s birthdays!
**best seller!**

**SUPER YUMMY**

Soft and super chewy, Super Yummy is designed for baby’s natural hand-to-mouth movements with an easy-grasp handle and “can’t miss” teething knobs on all sides. Tiny fingers love turning this pliable teether so the mouth can explore all 6 uniquely textured surfaces, keeping baby engaged longer. Squeezing the top surprises with a whiff of air and soft whistle. A light vanilla scent provides additional soothing. Recommended by pediatricians for oral stimulation, teething relief & encouraging feeding.

from *birth*+
#1020 $13.00

**exclusive**

Both BPA & Phthalate Free!

***Connect Boomerings® for take-along play! [Sold separately – page 13]***

**best seller!**

**TRY-ANGLE**

Twist, turn, whirl and twirl! Loaded with activities for baby to explore, this portable, foldable hands-on play center is a world of sensory wonder. Featuring 5 sides, each with different colorful parts to observe, listen to, and manipulate. Unique folding design to grow with baby:

- Lay flat for tummy time
- Fold into triangle for sit-up play
- Stand on its side for more exploration

49.5 x 17.8cm flat.

from *6 months*+
#1451 $45.00

**exclusive**

**best seller!**

**TANGIBALL**

Tangiball’s nubby texture and squeezable design make it easy for little hands to hold. The tips of the nubs are rounded for a safer, smoother tactile experience. The shiny, translucent material attracts attention, and the pleasant vanilla scent invites closer exploration. Squishing Tangiball delights with a good whiff of air and fun whistle. 12.7cm diam.

from *12 months*+
#1340 $20.00

**exclusive**

Vanilla Scented

Rounded Nubs for Worry-Free Play

---

The development of our brain, sensory perception and motor skills happen in sync. Even the smallest babies must be challenged and stimulated at their level from birth onward.

Audrey Van Der Meer, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Jun 2, 2017
**BABY’S PLAYTIME**

**new CLICKITY CLACK ZEBRA**
3 engaging sounds – rattle body, clacking head, clacking feet. Can stand on front foot. 13.3cm high.

from 3 months+
#1970 $13.00

**RAINFALL RATTLE**
Cascading bead toy.

from 9 months+
#1153 $20.00

**RATTLE**
Mega bead ball inside.

from 6 months+
#1239 $16.00

**RAINBOW RIBBONS**
Soft, squishable plush ball with different textured fabrics and 18 satin tags for a variety of tactile stimulation. Shake for rattle sound. Turn ball over to see your own reflection in the mirror. Lightweight for safe toss & catch. Adjustable loop on top for portable play. 10.8cm wide.

from 3 months+
#1990 $16.00

**MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO**
Multi-sensory take-along pal with large tummy mirror. Machine washable. 30.5cm high.

from birth+
#1348 $32.00
exclusive

**best seller! RAINFALL BALL**
This irresistible squishable multi-sensory activity toy will keep your toddler engaged for hours, building motor strength and coordination. 12.7cm high.

from 6 months+
#1239 $16.00

**best seller! GROOVY FROG**
Spin tummy ball for cool kaleidoscope effect. 14cm wide.

from 3 months+
#1743 $13.00
exclusive

**best seller! TWISTY CLICKS**
Twist & bend, click and rattle.

from 3 months+
#1098 $13.00

**FROGGY BALL**
This irresistible squishable multi-sensory activity toy will keep your toddler engaged for hours, building motor strength and coordination. 12.7cm high.

from 6 months+
#1239 $16.00

**BABY’S PLAYTIME**
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new
SHAKE & BUILD
This unique set is designed to strengthen your little one’s grasping grip, hand-eye coordination and overall motor control. Each shape produces a rattling sound when shaken. The open-ended design also kick-starts the development of creative thinking & imaginary play.
from 12 months+
#1874 $32.50

12 Large Pieces!

BABY’S PLAYTIME
BABY’S PLAYTIME
BABY’S PLAYTIME
BABY’S PLAYTIME

SHAKE ‘N SLIDE
Multi-sensory activity toy.
12.7cm diam.
from 6 months+
#1193 $22.00

best seller!
BOOMERINGS®
24 flexible, nearly indestructible rings.
from birth+
#1100 $16.00

exclusive
Made In USA
e

SQUEEZE-A-LOT BLOCKS
Easy to stack, squish & squeak.
from 3 months+
#1082 $32.50

best seller!
SOUNDS LIKE LEARNING!
20 quiet-time teaching tunes.
from birth+
#1951 $23.00 @exclusive

BABY BAND
Set of 3 musical activity toys introduces the magic of music creation while building motor skills.
from birth+
#1013 $20.00

SQUEEZE-A-LOT
Wobble this multi-sensory tumbler owl for chimin’ motor play development. 11.4cm high.
from 6 months+
#1952 $16.00
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**best seller!**

**HAMMER AWAY!**
Get a bang out of learning with our unique “now you see it, now you don’t” action toy. Color match the balls to the rings and push them through with your hand, graduating to the mallet. Learn object permanence, with the balls disappearing and reappearing through the boat. The mallet’s 2 striking faces provide more motor challenge.

3.56 x 18.4 x 19.3 cm.

*from 19 months + #1433 $50.00 exclusive*

**best seller!**

**GO GO CATERPILLAR**
Press down to zoom across the floor, with whirling rainbow beads in the wheels. Chasing after Go Go builds early locomotion skills, from crawling to running. Varying the pressure applied changes the distance rolled.

21 x 15.2 cm.

*from 9 months + #1341 $29.00 exclusive*

**best seller!**

**STACKING OWLS**
With multiple ways to connect, these 12 chunky wood figures can be stacked upright, upside down or even sideways. Chunky design provides for early success by younger stackers. Activity guide includes multiple ways to play.

*from 3 years + #2395 $32.00 exclusive*

**best seller!**

**TRICKY FINGERS**
Shake up the case, pick a card to match, and race a friend or the clock. Flip the 14 cards over and create your own patterns. 2 puzzle boxes included.

1-2 players. 8.9 cm square.

*7 years – Adult #3889 $25.00 exclusive*

Developing a child’s motor skills is extremely important because motor development is actually the mediator of cognitive, social and emotional development. Good motor skills predict a whole lot later in life.

Priscila Cacola, UT Arlington College of Nursing and Health Innovation, June 4, 2015
**new**

**CATERPILLAR SORT & STACK**
This unique design allows for both vertical & horizontal play, developing a progression of motor & critical thinking skills. Lay out flat for shape identification and sorting. Stack for more shape matching, sequencing, and balancing. Remove the shapes for more coordination challenge. 22.9cm high stacked.

from 19 months+  
#1871 $29.00 exclusive

**TILT & FILL**
Sharpen your balancing skills, coordination and perseverance trying to fill the open holes with the colored balls. 10 different challenge cards with varying levels of difficulty to keep it fun. 23.9cm wide.

from 4 years+  
#2750 $22.50 exclusive

**COLOR WHEELS**
Fold into different configurations & tow your favorite small toys. Fold into a triangle to learn basic color mixing. Wood, 29.2cm long.

from 12 months+  
#1129 $26.00 exclusive

**BUSY BEE BATH WORKS**
Create your own pipe layout in the bath. Open & close the bee valves to adjust the flow of water.

from 3 years+  
#2775 $22.50 exclusive

**TANGIBALL**
The nubby texture and squeezable design make it easy for little hands to hold. 12.7cm diam.

from 12 months+  
#1340 $20.00 exclusive

**MOTOR PLAY**

**Shapes Hide Between the Stacks**
.....

**best seller!**

**WATERWHEEL TUBE**

**WATERWHEEL TUBE**

**Adjustable Bee Valves**

**Pipe Piece 4.5 cm**

**Sunwheel**

**Flip-Open Beehive**

**Mesh Bag for Drying**

**new**

**SENSORY SATISFACTION Guaranteed**

**Rounded Nubs for Worry-Free Play**
**PRESS ‘N SCOOT PENGUIN**
Press down & watch me roll.
from 9 months+
#1853 $21.00

**SPRINKLE FUN CUBE**
Fill it with water, rotate and pour.
6 differently shaped water strainers.
8.25cm cube.
from 10 months+
#1748 $16.00

**PRACTICE PANDA**
Exercise a variety of basic dressing skills. Removable hooded jacket.
39.4cm tall.
from 3 years+
#1672 $45.00 @ exclusive

**MOTOR WORKS TRAIN**
With manual screwdriver.
from 4 years+
#2175 $20.00

**MAZE CHALLENGE BALL**
Twist & turn to navigate the metal ball along the numbered path, from #1 to #118.
This 360° maze requires tremendous coordination and agility. 15.9cm diam.
from 8 years+
#4879 $20.00

**MOTOR WORKS COLLECTION**
Take apart and rebuild these free-wheeling toys.
Tools and screws compatible with all sets.

**MOTOR WORKS**
Tool box, electric power tool, 3 vehicles, manual screwdriver, extra screws. Requires 2 AA batteries, not incl.
from 4 years+
#2266 $50.00

**DINO WORKS**
With manual screwdriver.
from 3 years+
#2751 $20.00
don't miss!
#2046 $20.00
don't miss!
#2545 $20.00

**MAZE CHALLENGE BALL**
Photography by Melissa Salvatore, Field Creatives.
**best seller!**

**MARBLEWORKS® GRAND PRIX**
Design your own supersized marble raceway with a complete circuit! With 8 different exciting marble actions! Split your track into 2 paths, experiment with the various marble action ramps, and then rejoin onto a single track to determine the winner. All marbles end at the finish line. “Built to Last” DT quality. Compatible with previous Marbleworks® products. 51 Pieces, 10 Marbles.

*from 5 years+
#3382 $70.00 exclusive

**WARNING:** CHOKING HAZARD. Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

**MARBLEWORKS® ULTRA GRAND PRIX SET**
Includes #3382 Marbleworks® Grand Prix + #3384 Marbleworks® Booster Pack. 82 Pieces, 20 Marbles.

#8216 $108.00 (Save $7.00) exclusive

**best seller!**

**BEGINNER BUILDER**
These open-ended jigsaw-like shapes are easy for small hands to connect. Builds early success for young imaginations. 40 blocks in 9 fun shapes. Guide with suggested builds. Zippered vinyl storage bag.

*from 19 months+
#1897 $32.00 exclusive set

**WARNING:** CHOKING HAZARD. Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

**connectix**
This open-ended, kid-powered magnetic set inspires the imagination. 12 triangles and 18 squares in 6 colors. Build 2D and 3D configurations. Guide with 13 designs to get you started.

*from 3 years+
#2309 $45.00 exclusive

**MARBLEWORKS® GRAND PRIX**

*best seller!

young adults who played with construction-based toys as children outperformed other peers in tests of spatial reasoning. Those skills can be critical to success in fields like science and engineering.

anne gold, university of colorado at boulder, feb 5, 2018

**BLOCK IT!**
Build, stack & create with 40 piece oversized wood set. Fun shapes and open-ended graphics to ignite young imaginations. Storage bucket & guide.

*from 2 years+
#1863 $55.00 exclusive

**WARNING:** CHOKING HAZARD. Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

**storage bucket**
Oversized for Toddlers!

**Marbleworks® Booster Pack**
Add cool spiraling action to your raceway. Also includes 3 Feet, 25 Posts, 10 Marbles.

#3384 $45.00 exclusive

**Marbleworks® Racing Upgrade Pack**
Convert an older Marbleworks® run to a complete race circuit. 3 Pieces.

#3386 $20.00 exclusive
**best seller!**

**ROBO RACER**
Assemble the cool roadster with the 47 click & snap components. A few twists and turns transforms the racer into a futuristic robot. Assembly and transformation instructions incl. Robot 15.2cm high.

*from 8 years+
#4850 $20.00

---

**ZIP TRACK DELUXE**
Snap & click to design your own interactive roadway. Hundreds of different configurations and color combinations. Create a double-decker track with the car-powered lift. Redirect traffic with the adjustable Y-Splitter. Turn off the lights for bonus light-up action. 2 vehicles. Includes Zip Track Set, Booster Set, and Car. Requires 2 AA batteries, not included. Over 340 pcs.

*from 5 years+
#8072 $109.00 (SAVE $9.00)

---

**ZIP TRACK BOOSTER PACK**
125 track pieces, automated lift, y-splitter, swinging gate, self-clearing underpass (10 pcs), guide.

*from 5 years+
#3472 $45.00

---

**ZIP TRACK**
200 track pieces, xtrack, arch bridge, sharp bend, extendable bridge supports (4), risers (2), light-up SUV, guide. Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.

*from 5 years+
#3470 $58.00

---

**ZIP TRACK CAR**
SUV (no lights). Requires 1 AA battery, not incl.

#3478 $15.00

---

**PUPPY TRAILS**
Draw a continuous line with a black thick-tipped marker, and this cute canine will automatically follow it. As it passes over different colored backgrounds, an internal light changes colors and the roving puppy barks. 2 colored sheets incl. Requires 4 AG13/LR44 batteries, incl.

*from 4 years+
#2123 $39.00

---

**FINGER PUPPETS – THREE LITTLE PIGS**
Bring the classic tale to life with these darling mini re-creations. Wood heads, fabric bodies. Exquisitely embroidered 3-sided storage bag.

*from 3 years+
#2081 $35.00

---

**HIDE INSIDE COTTAGE**
Soft forest themed play house, with multiple places to hide. 6 animal friends provide a variety of fun sounds. 21.6 x 17.8 x 14cm.

*from 9 months+
#1003 $54.00

---

**HOUSE OF BRICKS**
21.6 x 17.8 x 14cm

**HOUSE OF STICKS**
21.6 x 17.8 x 14cm

**HOUSE OF STRAW**
21.6 x 17.8 x 14cm
SCHOOL HOUSE PLAY TENT
Enjoy an imaginary school day with this large, easy to set up indoor play structure. Swap out replaceable learning cards or create a custom wipe-off sign. Tent zippers around pole frame for stability. Nylon storage bag, 140 x 100 x 100cm assembled.

from 3 years+
#2888 $125.00

CHANGE-THE-STORY BOOKS By Nick Sharratt
How do you want the story to go? These engaging interactive books let the reader change the story every time. Inside are 36 press-out pictures to customize your own fairy-tale adventure. Guaranteed to inspire the imagination and induce a ton of giggles.

from 4 years+
$23.00 each

TUMBLIN’ TRAIN
Push down on the rear of this locomotive to send it in motion. Watch it flip completely over and continue traveling forward. 11.4 x 10.8cm.

from 2 years+
#1249 $13.00

REV & GO Mini Vehicles
Rev these 2 mini transports to send them zooming across the floor. With moving part. Each 9.5 x 6.4 x 5.3cm.

from 3 years+
#2767 $16.00

SERVE IT UP! Play Restaurant
Play food & money; plates, cups & tray; write & wipe menu, guest check & placemats with activities.

from 3 years+
#2752 $36.00

HEARTBEAT M.D.
Conduct a thorough exam with 9 medical play tools, listen to real heart beats with the child-sized stethoscope, learn to diagnose with the wipe-off exam charts, & recommend a treatment plan with the prescriptions pad. Tote bag and activity guide incl.

from 3 years+
#2793 $50.00

AHoy, PIRATE PETE
#2277 15pp. board book.

from 3 years+
#2054 17pp. board book.

Engaging in play that involves imagining increasingly unrealistic scenarios (ie. fantasy play) is associated with thinking more creatively.
British Psychological Society, Sep 15, 2016
**LOGIC PLAY**

---

**best seller!**

**GIANT PEGBOARD®**

Our award-winning design features 25 easy-to-grasp pegs in 5 different shapes & 2-sided activity board (26.7 cm square). Shake the star pegs for multi-sensory fun. Learn early & advanced math concepts with 12 two-sided pattern cards.

*from 19 months+*  
#1271 $37.50

---

**best seller!**

**CASTLE MARBLEWORKS®**

Drop 3 weighted chime balls down the interchangeable tracks of this oversized marble run building system. As balls race, spin, zig-zag, disappear & reappear, learn to predict the balls' course. Experiment with different layout options. Not compatible with Marbleworks® items. 63.5 x 36.8 x 25.4 cm assembled.

*from 2 years+*  
#1756 $80.00

---

**PLAYFUL PATTERNS**

Heirloom Edition  
An early childhood hands-on learning center in a wood box. Select from the 132 wood geometric shapes in 6 basic colors to match the 34 progressively challenging designs or create your own. Images are left white so child can choose own color combinations. Box doubles as self-contained work space. Compartments allow for sorting by color, shape, or size. Includes bonus activities! 38.7 x 18.4 x 5 cm.

*from 4 years+*  
#2131 $50.00

---

**WARNING:**  
**CASTLE BUILDING**  
Due to children under 3 years.
**best seller!**

**PROGRESSIVE PUZZLES**
The perfect intro set:
- Family Pets – 4 pcs.
- Zoo Friends – 6 pcs.
- Sea Pals – 9 pcs.
from 19 months+
#2193 $24.00

**COLOR COB Slide Puzzle**
Use the empty slot to slide the color tiles up and down and rotate the rows horizontally to change the design. Match the suggested color patterns and create your own. Includes 3 different sizes increasing in difficulty.
8 years - Adult
#4236 $16.00

**NIGHT OWL Two-Sided Puzzle**
Unique wood puzzle with two-sided symmetrical pieces offers numerous color combinations. 8 pieces. 20.3 x 17.1 cm.
from 2 years+
#1087 $20.00

**MEMORY MOVES**
11 progressive challenges + blank card. Cards store inside game board. 20.3 x 20.3 x 1.3 cm.
from 2 years+
#1250 $35.00

**PENTOMINOES**
12 unique shapes combine to make thousands of puzzles. Booklet with 75 progressive challenges. Handy storage bag.
8 years – Adult
#4440 $23.50

**PLACE & TRACE**
This versatile set of 3 themed trays with 12 die cut objects is loaded with early learning. Chunky pieces designed for little hands & to stand. Includes guide with a host of fun activities.
from 2 years+
#1759 $26.00

**CASTLE FUN**
Large easy-to-grasp knobs. A surprise castle character under each shape. All wood. 28 x 26 cm.
from 12 months+
#1016 $32.00

**new COLOR COB Slide Puzzle**
Use the empty slot to slide the color tiles up and down and rotate the rows horizontally to change the design. Match the suggested color patterns and create your own. Includes 3 different sizes increasing in difficulty.
8 years - Adult
#4236 $16.00

**LOGIC PLAY**
The ability to mentally transform shapes is an important predictor of STEM course-taking, degrees and careers in older children. University of Chicago, Feb 16, 2012

**GROWS WITH YOUR CHILD FOR MANY LEVELS OF DISCOVERY!**

**Toddler Years**
- Color Recognition
- Early Puzzle Play
- Fine Motor Skills

**Preschool Years**
- Object Recognition
- Sorting by Color/Theme
- Stamping in Dough
- Imaginary Play
- Pattern Recognition

**School Years**
- Tracing & Stenciling
- Rubbings
- Cookie Cutting
- Story Telling

**3 Sizes For More Challenge!**
- 6.3 x 3.6 cm
- 5.2 x 3.6 cm
- 4.1 x 3.6 cm
**new**

**COLOR, BUILD & PLAY**

This unique playset comes with 2 building choices – Use the pre-colored panels or flip over to color your own. Easy to press together and durable for play. Add the figures for hours of imaginary fun! 21 cm high assembled.

from 4 years+

#2772 $26.00

*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.*

- 12 Colored Pencils
- Working Doors
- Pre-Colored On One Side
- Black & White On Other Side
- Articulated Figures

Note: 2 panels are B&W both sides.

---

**MOSSAIC MYSTERIES**

**Heirloom Edition**

Deluxe wood edition. 60+ patterns to match. Block tiles are stackable for bonus 3D designs. For all ages. 33.7 cm diam.

8 years - Adult

#4013 $65.00 exclusive

---

**BRAIN FITNESS**

**SOLITAIRE CHESS®**

Using chess moves, leave 1 piece standing. 80 challenges, 4 levels.

8 years - Adult

#4598 $28.50

---

**TACTILE SAND***

Moldable sand, with the magical feel of real sand. No water required, never dries out, and easy to clean. Suitable for indoor play. Roller & 3 sculpting tools incl. Packed in a handy mini storage bucket. 800 g of moldable sand.

from 3 years+

#2883 $26.00 exclusive

---

**KANOODLE® JR.**

60 solo puzzle challenges with 6 shape pieces. 3 puzzle types with progressive difficulty. Travel-ready case.

from 4 years+

#2243 $23.00

---

**FASHION PLATE**

Unique dress-up fun with wood frame & 25 fashionable fabric swatches. Just lift the top board and swap out the swatches & magnetic heads. Add your own fabrics. Portable vinyl storage bag. 12.5 x 22.7 cm.

from 3 years+

#2897 $26.00 exclusive

---

**The freedom to manipulate different materials in an organic and unstructured way allows for exploration and experimentation.**

Kylie Rymanowicz, Michigan State University Extension, Jan 22, 2015
new**

**CUSTOM CARS**
Style the 2 interchangeable covers however you choose with the included water-based paints. Snap on to the big-wheeled chassis. Rev & release for high speed climbing, spinning, and wheelie action. 8.25 x 7 x 8.25cm.
from 5 years+
#3081 $20.00

\*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

**best seller!**

**GEO FLAKES**
Open-ended set of 7 snowflake shapes that easily slot together to form just about anything your imagination can dream up. Suggested designs included to get you started. Handy storage jar with handle, 18.8 x 10.2cm.
from 5 years+
#3690 $26.00

\*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

**new**

**LINKT™ Craft Jewelry Kits**
Make professional artisan quality metal jewelry with simple and fun instructions. Based on the historic art of chainmaille, reinvented as fashion art by Rebeca Mojica, renowned chainmaille artisan.
8 years - Adult
$28.50 each

**ATHENA NECKLACE KIT**
Makes 7 necklaces. Level 1 #4573

**METAL PETALS**
Makes 3 necklaces & 6 pairs of earrings. Level 1 #4446

**ECLIPSE**
Makes 3 bracelets & 2 pendant necklaces. Level 4 #4567

**SPINNING HALOS PARTY PACK**
Individually packed kits for 3 necklaces, 5 pairs of earrings, and 5 charms. Level 1 #4340

\*NEW**

**METAL PETALS**
Makes 3 necklaces & 6 pairs of earrings.
Level 1 #4567

\*NEW**

**ECLIPSE**
Makes 3 bracelets & 2 pendant necklaces. Level 4 #4567

**SPINNING HALOS PARTY PACK**
Individually packed kits for 3 necklaces, 5 pairs of earrings, and 5 charms. Level 1 #4340

\*NEW**

**SPINNING HALOS PARTY PACK**
Individually packed kits for 3 necklaces, 5 pairs of earrings, and 5 charms. Level 1 #4340

**BEST SELLER!**

**BUSY FARM**
Boost reading readiness skills with tactile set of 36 colorful, soft-molded farm animals. 12 double-sided cards with 23 progressively challenging activities spark a series of ah-ha moments. Place animals directly onto the cards. Activity guide with fun animal facts & even more learning!
from 3 years+
#2141 $32.00

\*Exclusive

\*NEW**

**AB SEAS®**
Action-packed way to learn both lowercase & uppercase letters. Fish with the magnetic poles, matching letters on the sea creatures with letters on your 2-sided game board. Guide with a variety of game variations and other activities. Includes stick-on letters for Spanish & French speaking players.
from 4 years+
#2028 $32.00

\*Exclusive

\*NEW**

**AB SEAS®**
Action-packed way to learn both lowercase & uppercase letters. Fish with the magnetic poles, matching letters on the sea creatures with letters on your 2-sided game board. Guide with a variety of game variations and other activities. Includes stick-on letters for Spanish & French speaking players.
from 4 years+
#2028 $32.00

\*Exclusive

**SOUNDS LIKE PHONICS™ ON-THE-GO ABC’S**
26 sturdy two-sided cards present the phonetic alphabet with picture cue on front & 4 more fun illustrations on the back. Removable ring.
from 3 years+
#2355 $20.00

\*Exclusive

**SOUNDS LIKE LEARNING!*”**
20 quiet-time teaching tunes with bonus alphabet chart.
from birth+
#1951 $23.00

\*Exclusive

**BEST SELLER!**

**BONUS ALPHABET CHART!**

**NEW**

**GEO FLAKES**
Open-ended set of 7 snowflake shapes that easily slot together to form just about anything your imagination can dream up. Suggested designs included to get you started. Handy storage jar with handle, 18.8 x 10.2cm.
from 5 years+
#3690 $26.00

\*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

**NEW**

**METAL PETALS**
Makes 3 necklaces & 6 pairs of earrings.
Level 1 #4567

**NEW**

**ECLIPSE**
Makes 3 bracelets & 2 pendant necklaces. Level 4 #4567

**NEW**

**SPINNING HALOS PARTY PACK**
Individually packed kits for 3 necklaces, 5 pairs of earrings, and 5 charms. Level 1 #4340

**NEW**

**ATHENA NECKLACE KIT**
Makes 7 necklaces. Level 1 #4573

**NEW**

**METAL PETALS**
Makes 3 necklaces & 6 pairs of earrings. Level 1 #4446

**NEW**

**ECLIPSE**
Makes 3 bracelets & 2 pendant necklaces. Level 4 #4567

**NEW**

**SPINNING HALOS PARTY PACK**
Individually packed kits for 3 necklaces, 5 pairs of earrings, and 5 charms. Level 1 #4340

**NEW**

**SOUNDS LIKE PHONICS™ ON-THE-GO ABC’S**
26 sturdy two-sided cards present the phonetic alphabet with picture cue on front & 4 more fun illustrations on the back. Removable ring.
from 3 years+
#2355 $20.00

**NEW**

**BEST SELLER!**

**GEO FLAKES**
Open-ended set of 7 snowflake shapes that easily slot together to form just about anything your imagination can dream up. Suggested designs included to get you started. Handy storage jar with handle, 18.8 x 10.2cm.
from 5 years+
#3690 $26.00

**NEW**

**METAL PETALS**
Makes 3 necklaces & 6 pairs of earrings.
Level 1 #4446

**NEW**

**ECLIPSE**
 Makes 3 bracelets & 2 pendant necklaces. Level 4 #4567

**NEW**

**SPINNING HALOS PARTY PACK**
Individually packed kits for 3 necklaces, 5 pairs of earrings, and 5 charms. Level 1 #4340

**NEW**

**SOUNDS LIKE PHONICS™ ON-THE-GO ABC’S**
26 sturdy two-sided cards present the phonetic alphabet with picture cue on front & 4 more fun illustrations on the back. Removable ring.
from 3 years+
#2355 $20.00

**NEW**

**SOUNDS LIKE LEARNING!*”**
20 quiet-time teaching tunes with bonus alphabet chart.
from birth+
#1951 $23.00

**NEW**

**BONUS ALPHABET CHART!**
**MEASURE UP!® COLLECTION**

These stackable & nestable sets are uniquely designed to deliver a surprising load of creative and pre-math benefits. Spoons, cups, and pots are volumetrically correct & sequentially sized for interaction. Fill & dump, stack & nest, match & sort, mold & stamp, and more. Colors may vary.

**MEASURE UP!® CUPS**
12 progressive cups, guide with 20+ activities.
from 12 months+
#8218 $49.00 (Save $3.00)
exclusive

**MEASURE UP!® POTS & SPOONS**
5 progressive pots, 5 two-sided spoons, guide with 12+ activities.
from 2 years+
#1674 $32.00
exclusive

**WIZ KIDZ**
Pick a letter card & an answer card. Think fast to generate as many associations as possible. 49 letter cards, 49 answer cards, instructions.
from 7 years+
#4246 $16.00 exclusive

**ALPHABET ACORNS Activity Set**
Match lower-case acorn top with upper-case bottom. Find surprise object inside each acorn matching the letter sound. Activity guide, 26 acorns, 26 objects.
from 3 years+
#2367 $41.50 exclusive

**NEW WORD Q**
The jumbled crossword brainteaser. Rearrange the letters to form words in every row & column. 40 puzzle challenges in 5 levels.
45 letter tiles.
8 years - Adult
#4532 $20.00 exclusive

**FAMILY TALK SERIES**
100 conversation starters on a clip.
from 3 years+
$13.00 each

#2563 FAMILY TALK 1
#2567 FAMILY TALK 2
#2698 GRANDPARENT TALK

**NUMBERS PLAY**

**WIZ KIDZ**

**ALPHABET ACORNS Activity Set**

**NEW WORD Q**

**FAMILY TALK SERIES**

**NUMBERS PLAY**

Conversation between an adult and a child appears to change the child’s brain, and this back-and-forth conversation is more critical to language development than the ‘30-million-word gap.’

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Feb 14, 2018
**NUMBERS PLAY**

**NEW NUMBER WIZ**
Spin a number total. Play your plus & minus cards to match the total. Watch out for the “Draw” cards! Lose all your cards first to win! Everything fits in the take-along box. 112 cards. from 7 years+
#3256 $20.00 @exclusive

**BUSY BUGS**
Early math concepts are much easier to comprehend with this hands-on set of 36 realistically-shaped, textured bugs. Watch the light bulb click on as children employ the buggy manipulatives to complete the 23 progressively challenging activities on double-sided cards. Place bugs directly onto the cards. Activity guide with fun bug facts & even more learning!
from 3 years+
#2179 $32.00 @exclusive

**HEXACUS DELUXE**
2 identical 12 piece sets + extra large hexagon, booklet. Many Ways to Build!
from 5 years+
#1946 $65.00 @exclusive set

**SIMPLE TAPE MEASURE**
Two-sided tape with inches & centimeters.
from 3 years+
#2890 $18.00

**EXACT CHANGE**
Match color, US currency value, or coin total.
from 5 years+
#3334 $16.00

**LUMPS™**
Roll pairs to score!
6 years – Adult
#3198 $13.00

**SIMPLE STOPWATCH**
Only 3 buttons – go, stop & clear. 1.5V button-cell battery incl.
from 5 years+
#2456 $16.00

---

**PROMOTES**
- Counting
- Addition
- Subtraction
- Sequencing
- Multiplication
- Patterns
- Division

---

**Children learn about math within context meaningful to them, not just at school. In early childhood, informal play in the home is just as important as formal teaching in the classroom.**
Concordia University, Jun 14, 2016
It’s a Match! Learning System
An effective, hands-on self-checking learning system for preschoolers. Fun to follow illustrations. Snap the colored frames onto the answers, then pull down the tray to check results for matching colors. 2 card sets store in tray. Trilingual. @ exclusive

It’s a Match! Deluxe Set
Includes #2027 Level 1 & 2 Set, #2614 Level 3 Math/Reading Set
from 3 years+
#8217 $60.00 (Save $2.50)

Level 1 Cards
Level 2 Cards
Level 3 Cards

Also Available Individually:
It’s a Match! Level 1 & 2 Set
2 Card sets with Match Board.
from 3 years+
#2027 $44.00

It’s a Match! Level 3 Math/Reading Set
2 Card sets with Storage Bag.
from 4 years+
#2614 $18.50

MATH KEYS - ADDITION
#3145 $14.00

MATH KEYS - SUBTRACTION
#3155 $14.00

MATH KEYS - MULTIPLICATION
#3185 $14.00

MATH KEYS - FRACTIONS
#3192 $14.00

Think It Through Learning Tiles
With the Think It Through Learning Tiles hands-on learning system, children from 5 years through early Elementary School years can learn and practice skills in language arts and math at their own level and pace. The self-correcting format allows them to make mistakes without fear of embarrassment, building self-confidence and the desire to learn.

The Fun Way to Learn!
Answer questions by inserting the activity card and placing the 10 tiles correctly in the case.

When finished, flip the case to see if the tile pattern matches the card.

Think It Through Learning Tiles Case
Case to be used with the activity card sets sold below. Includes 10 number tiles.
from 5 years+
#8673 $143.00 (Save $7.00)

Think It Through Learning Tiles Card Sets
Each card set features two sets of 25 double-sided cards with illustrated learning challenges of increasing difficulty.
from 5 years+
#3091 Spelling Set $32.50 each
#3092 Reading Set
#3093 Math 1 Set
#3094 Math 2 Set
OUTDOOR / DISCOVERY

STAR PADDLES
Star-shaped cover and low-bounce foam ball provide challenging outdoor fun for all levels. 5 years - Adult
#3763 $26.00

FEATHER BALL*
Plays like a badminton birdie, but no racquets required. Play solo or with others. Outdoors or in a gym. 22.9cm high. 7 years - Adult
#3025 $17.50

SAND WORKS*
CASTLE KIT
Build an entire royal fort! Knights & horses bring castle to life! 25 pcs. from 3 years+
#2116 $38.00

BUBBLE CHOPPER*
Pull ripcord to fly with a stream of bubbles! 2 copters. 118ml solution. from 3 years+
#2765 $23.00

HYDRO LAUNCH
Control the water pressure to raise & balance the rocket on a stream of water while everyone underneath gets wet. 34.3cm tall. from 5 years+
#3325 $50.00

SKY SPIN DELUXE
Pull the cord & watch it soar. Fun for all ages. 1 launcher & 4 large wings 25.4cm. For outdoor use only. from 6 years+
#3795 $32.50 (Save $2.50)

SKY SPIN WINGS 2 PACK
2 large wings. #3567 $12.50

SKY SPIN WINGS
1 launcher & 2 large wings. #3745 $22.50

OUTDOOR / DISCOVERY

best seller!
best seller!
best seller!
best seller!
best seller!

TONJE ZAHL, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Jan 31, 2017

Being active, getting sweaty and roughhousing offer more than just physical health benefits. They also protect against depression.
**FLIP FLOP FACES**
This innovative bean bag toss game adds a layer of emotional awareness on to a fun action game. Score by landing bean bag inside the bowl or flip a bowl over onto the bag. For more learning fun, match the feelings on the 6 bags with expressions on the 6 bowls. 1 or more players. Multiple games. Indoors or out. Bowl 17.8 x 7.6cm.

- from 4 years+  
- #2240 $38.00 (English Bean Bags)  
- #2185 $38.00 (French Bean Bags)

**EXPLORER’S SET**
Jumbo magnifier & tweezers.

- from 3 years+  
- #2203 $14.50  
- [exclusive]

**EXPORE IT! HAND HELD MICROSCOPE**
Equipped with LED illumination for brighter closeup viewing. Rotate the view cylinder to adjust focus. Requires 2 AA batteries, not incl. 18.2cm high.

- from 8 years+  
- #3075 $36.00  
- [exclusive]

**BZZZ OINK BINGO**
Players vocalize and match fun sounds. Two-sided boards for 2 levels of play.

- from 3 years+  
- #2573 $25.00  
- Made In USA

**RACCOON RUMPUS**
Match 5 costume cards to win. 2–4 players.

- from 3 years+  
- #2285 $22.50  
- Made In Canada
AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 PUZZLES
Embark on a fantastical journey packed with 80 intricate puzzles, from labyrinthine mazes to missing object hunts. Hardcover activity book, 96pp. from 7 years+ #3077 $26.00

BIZZY BEAR: OFF WE GO!
Push and pull sliders to help Bizzy Bear get to his vacation destination. Board book, 8pp. from birth+ #1876 $11.00

ONE DUCK STUCK
Count all the animals who come to the rescue in this rhyming classic. Board book, 32pp. from birth+ #1950 $9.50

WOULD YOU DARE?
Lift the flaps on each spread to reveal lurking animals and decide which route you dare take. Hardcover, 24pp. from 3 years+ #2768 $20.00

FLIP FLAP DOGS
Mix flaps to create 100+ hilarious dog combinations. Hardcover, 28pp. from 3 years+ #2691 $15.50

LOOK, THERE’S A TRACTOR!
Peer through the holes in each page to follow this farm-based interactive adventure. Board book, 10pp. from birth+ #1966 $11.00

SNUGGLY PUPPY LOOKS FOR THE PERFECT HUG
Chunky pull-tab board book perfect for little hands. Board book, 8pp. from birth+ #1953 $11.00

PICTURE CHARADES
No reading required! 192 illustrated cards in 4 themed decks (people/animals/indoor/outdoor), with category spinner from 4 years+ #2889 $25.00

JISHAKU®
Strategically place your magnetic stones without attracting others. Multiple game options. 2 players. 14 years – Adult #4020 $28.50

GAMES ON THE GO!
50 games on a clip. from 4 years+ #2351 $13.00

SPEED WIZ
Cards with 4 fun categories challenge players to make associations. Multiple game variations & levels of difficulty offer fun for all ages. 97 category cards, instructions. from 8 years+ #3171 $16.00

RIDDLECUBE™
The Game
Race to match the challenge card with your 3D bendable RiddleCube. 4 players. 100 cards. 8 years – Adult #4773 $29.00

PICTURE CHARADES
No reading required! 192 illustrated cards in 4 themed decks (people/animals/indoor/outdoor), with category spinner from 4 years+ #2889 $25.00

WARNING: Choking Hazard - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

JISHAKU®
Strategically place your magnetic stones without attracting others. Multiple game options. 2 players. 14 years – Adult #4020 $28.50

WARNING: The Product Contains Magnets.

New

BOOKS
**HOST A Pop PARTY!**

**Share the Purpose Of Play and Earn Free Products!**

"I LOVE helping hosts earn free DT toys! It is so rewarding to know that children of all ages will be receiving the best toys and games as a result of a party. Whether the party is at a home or online, the DT party experience allows guests to connect over a very important subject…PLAY! I’m proud to demonstrate products from a company that holds high quality standards and strives to make a difference in the lives of ALL children."

Kristy Geiger, Educational Leader

---

**The more kids you help...the more you can earn!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHEN YOUR PARTY SALES TOTAL</th>
<th>YOU EARN FREE PRODUCTS TOTALING</th>
<th>ADDITIONAL 50% OFF TOYS - NO LIMIT*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$700+</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4 TOYS 50% OFF*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500-$699.99</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>3 TOYS 50% OFF*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250-$499.99</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>2 TOYS 50% OFF*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100-$249.99</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1 TOY 50% OFF*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*When one or more guests book their own party.

For Each $200 in party sales above $700, you earn an additional 50% off product.

- Tax & delivery not included in Free Product Value.
- Free Product Value may not be used toward 50% off products.
- Host Rewards/New Play Advisor Kit do not count towards Toy Party sales.
- Offer not available to Individual Customer, Corporate, Non-Prophet and other Organizations.
- Host Offer is solely for Home & Online Party Demonstrations which consist of a Host & two or more adult guests.

Share the Purpose of Play, and make a real difference!

**Ask a DT Play Advisor today or visit discoverytoys.net**
JOIN OUR MISSION

“When I first saw Discovery Toys products, I knew I wanted many of them for my five-month-old daughter, so getting started with DT to earn extra income made so much sense! When my son was born a few years later, he was also able to benefit from these outstanding products, and I could still earn income while raising two young children.

I never dreamed that over 25 years later I would still be in love with DT products, have earned many amazing incentive trips, and have made so many new friends.

I am looking forward to introducing Discovery Toys to the next generation of children, and showing moms how they can have it all with the flexibility of the Discovery Toys home based opportunity and make a real difference!”

- Gail Flannigan, Team Leader

How many children can you help today?

Choose Your Play Advisor Kit!*

- Best-Selling Products
- Supplemental Tools
- Personal Website
- FREE Basic & Advanced Training

*See your local DT Play Advisor for current kit contents, pricing and reward programs.

For more information, contact your local DT Play Advisor or visit discoverytoys.net.